Product Information
exactEarth ShipView™
ShipView is an easy-to-use, powerful, mapbased web platform that allows users to
view and analyse ship positions and
associated information provided by
exactEarth’s exactAIS Data Services as well
as
combinations
of
value-added
Information Services from exactEarth and
other maritime sources. As a hosted web
application, users can access ShipView from
anywhere, anytime, and can be set up to
generate email Alerts, enabling quick and
efficient delivery of information to the
relevant decision makers.

Key Features
exactAIS Data Access
Plot and visualize the latest ship positions, view ship information, and gain access to 10 years of historical track data for
each ship. These data improve maritime monitoring of ship activity providing dynamic and up-to-date ship information and
longer look back periods.
Bookmarks and Gazetteer
Quickly zoom to user defined areas of interest or world’s sea areas, saving time and effort when trying to view typical
locations.
Filtering
Add, edit, or delete filters to subset the current view to only those ships that
match the input criteria selected. Easily create rules and groups to show only
vessels that meet filtering criteria. Users can now choose from an expansive
list of detailed ship types to narrow search results. The filtering capability
improves analysis and research, allowing users to find ships that meet the
specified criteria to gain situational awareness quickly and efficiently.
Searching
Single line searching is available to find ships by name, IMO, MMSI, Flag, Call
Sign, or destination, simplifying the process of finding a ship of interest
anywhere in the world or your area of interest to save time and effort.
Easily find ship of interest through single
line searching

Map Navigation
Use common map controls to zoom, pan, and measure on
the map. Users can pan in all cardinal directions using a
set of buttons instead of mouse gestures.
Ship Photos

Add external map layers from any OGC WMS or Esri ArcGIS
Server, like NOAA Wave Heights, exactAIS Density Maps, or
Economic Exclusion Zones (EEZs)

Access an extensive ship photo database.
Add OGC or Esri External Map Layers
Load any OGC WMS or Esri Map, Feature, or Tiled Map
Services to ShipView as a map layer or base map.
Decision-making is enhanced through interoperability
and extensibility, using in-house or external map services
to view alongside exactAIS.
Technical Support
Fully supported by our highly skilled exactEarth service
desk. The team is available to answer any technical
questions or to troubleshoot any issues.

ShipView brings all these features
together to enhance the viewing
experience and with a rich set of
filtering and analysis tools, it allows
for on-the-fly complex analysis and
reports to drive informed maritime
operational decisions
Track ships back up to 10 years or select a
date range with the ship track toolkit.

